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substantial de rease in fri tional for e, and de eleration due
to ollision. The approa h demonstrated here o ers an innovative method for understanding the sliding pro esses assoiated with atastrophi landslides, enabling us to simulate
the motion of su h events.

We use broadband seismi re ordings to tra e the dynami pro ess of the deep-seated Akatani landslide that o urred on the Kii Peninsula, Japan, whi h is one of the best
re orded large slope failures. Combining analyses of the seismi re ords with pre ise topographi surveys done before
and after the event, we an resolve a detailed time history
of the mass movement. During 50 s of the large landslide,
we observe a smooth initiation, a eleration with hanges in
basal fri tion, and reversal of the momentum when the mass
ollides with the opposite valley wall. Of parti ular importan e is the determination of the dynami fri tion during
the landslide. The oeÆ ient of fri tion is estimated to be
0.56 at the beginning of the event and drops to 0.38 for most
of the sliding. The hange in the fri tional level on the sliding surfa e may be due to liquefa tion or breaking of rough
pat hes, and ontributes to the extended propagation of the
large landslide.

1.

Takanori Matsuzawa

2.

Data and Methods

On 3{4 September 2011, extensive slope failures o urred
a ross a wide region of the Kii Peninsula as Typhoon Talas
produ ed heavy rainfalls a ross western Japan. The Akatani
landslide, one of the largest events, o urred at 16:21:30 on
4 September 2011 (JST) in Nara prefe ture, entral Japan
(135.725Æ N, 34.126Æ E) [Yamada et al., 2012℄. There was extensive mass movement on a slope approximately 1 km long,
in lined at an angle of 30Æ (Figures 1a and 1b). We were
able to al ulate the volume of the landslide from pre ise
measurement of topographi data using airborne laser s anning (LiDAR) whi h was done both before and after the
event. The volume was 8.2106 m3 [Yamada et al., 2012℄
and the total mass (m) of displa ed material is estimated
to be 2.11010 kg, assuming an average soil density of 2600
kg/m3 [Iwaya and Kano, 2005℄. The verti al displa ement
of the enter of the mass is al ulated as 265 m, and the
potential energy released from this event is estimated to be
5:5  1013 J .
We performed a waveform inversion using six broadband
seismi stations to obtain the sour e time fun tion using the
station distribution shown in Figure S1. The sour e-station
distan es of these stations range from 35 to 200 km. We
pro essed the broadband re ords a ording to the following
pro edure. First, we removed the mean from the time series
and orre ted for the instrumental response in all waveforms.
The re ords were then integrated on e in the time domain,
and a non- ausal fourth order Butterworth lter (0.01 and
0.1 Hz) was applied. We determined these orner frequen ies
to maximize the frequen y band and minimize the e e t of
stru tural heterogeneities. We then de imated the data by
a fa tor of 20, redu ing the sampling frequen y to 1 Hz. We
used these ltered displa ement re ords for the inversion.
Following the method of Nakano et al. [2008℄, we performed a waveform inversion in the frequen y domain to
determine the sour e pro ess of the landslide. We al ulated Green's fun tions at sour e nodes on the grid shown
in Figure S1, using the dis rete wavenumber method [Bouhon, 1979℄ and the Japan Meteorologi al Agen y (JMA)
one-dimensional stru ture model [Ueno et al., 2002℄. Assuming a single-for e me hanism for the landslide sour e
[Hasegawa and Kanamori, 1987℄, we estimated the leastsquares solution in the frequen y domain. We performed
an inverse Fourier transform on the solution to determine
sour e time fun tions for three single-for e omponents at
ea h sour e node [Nakano et al., 2008℄. We performed a grid
sear h in spa e and the normalized residual ontour is shown
in Figure S1. The best- t sour e lo ation was determined at
a position very lose to the a tual Akatani landslide, and the
estimated sour e time fun tions shown in Figure S2a were
stable in the region of the best- t lo ation.

Introdu tion

Assessing and managing the risks posed by deep-seated
atastrophi landslides requires a quantitative understanding of the dynami s of sliding ro k masses. Previously,
landslide motion has been inferred qualitatively from topographi hanges aused by the event, and o asionally
from eyewitness reports. However, these onventional approa hes are unable to evaluate sour e pro esses and dynami parameters. In this study, we used ground shaking
data re orded away from the landslide for re onstru ting the
dynami landslide pro esses. The deep-seated atastrophi
landslide sequen e indu ed by heavy rainfall in 2011 in the
Kii Peninsula, Japan, was the rst instan e in whi h 1) seismi signals radiated by landslides were re orded by densely
distributed near-sour e seismometers [Yamada et al., 2012℄,
and 2) the pre ise volume of the landslide material was able
to be measured by omparing pre- and post-landslide topographi data obtained using airborne laser s anning. We
performed a sour e inversion with the long-period seismi
re ords [Kanamori and Given, 1982; Brodsky et al., 2003;
Lin et al., 2010; Moretti et al., 2012℄ of one of the largest
events, and from this obtained a for e history of the landslide. Here we reveal the dynami pro esses of the landslide:
smooth initiation of sliding, a eleration a ompanied by a
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of the for e is parallel to the updip dire tion of the slope. In
the se ond stage (112{132 s), the toe of the mass rea hes the
end of the slope and the mass starts de elerating. The sliding mass pushes toward the opposite side of the valley, and
the dire tion of the for e a ting on the ground is reversed
from that in the rst stage. Due to this hange in dire tion, the phase of the horizontal and verti al omponents is
shifted (see Figures 1b and 1d). When the leading edge of
the mass rea hes the end of the slope, a downward-dire ted
verti al for e a ts on the ground. The mass ontinues to
move toward the other side of the valley, produ ing a onta t for e in the horizontal dire tion. The amplitudes of the
waveforms during the third stage (132{140 s) is relatively
small, and the for e in the verti al ross-se tion is dire ted
approximately parallel to the sliding slope. This may indiate that the mass slightly ran up on the sliding slope and
the movement terminated with some plasti deformation.

Estimated Sour e Time Fun tions

The resultant sour e time fun tions for the three single
for e omponents along with the waveform ts between observed and syntheti seismograms are shown in Figure S2.
The parti le motion of the horizontal sour e time fun tions
in Figure 1 indi ates that the for es a t in one dominant
dire tion (130Æ from North), onsistent with the dire tion
of mass sliding. Therefore, we rotated the two horizontal
omponents to the 130Æ and 220Æ dire tions (Figure 2a).
Note that the positive dire tion of the N130Æ E omponent
is upslope.
The sour e time fun tions estimated from the longperiod waveform inversion reveal the dynami history of
the landslide. The notably small amplitude of the N220Æ E
(N140Æ W) omponent indi ates that mass movement in this
dire tion is negligible. The waveforms of the N130Æ E (radial) and verti al omponents are highly oherent. We interpret these waveforms as being representative of three stages
in the landslide pro ess (see Figures 2a and 2b).
During the rst stage (90{112 s), the mass starts moving and a elerates down the slope. The for e a ting on the
ground is in the opposite dire tion to the inertial for e a ting
on the mass. The parti le motion derived from the verti al
and radial omponents in Figure 1d shows that the dire tion
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As the estimated sour e time fun tions are equivalent to
the inertial for e of the sliding mass [Kanamori and Given,
1982℄, the velo ity and displa ement of the mass an be alulated from the sour e time fun tions. The velo ity (v ) is
the integral
of the single for e (f ) divided by the mass (i.e.
R
v = f dt=m), and the displa ement (d) is the integral of
velo ity.
For these al ulations, we assumed that m is onstant
over time. Field observations prior to the Akatani landslide
indi ate that there may have been earlier deformations on
the sliding surfa e preparatory to the large failure. A preursory gravitational deformation feature was observed on
top of the slide area from LiDAR topographi data [Chigira
et al., 2012℄. This small s arplet suggests that strain due to
deformation was a umulating prior to the slide event, in effe t preparing a large portion of the sliding surfa e for failure
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Topography of the Akatani landslide. (a) Elevation hanges at the Akatani landslide estimated from
airborne LiDAR topographi surveys. Blue and Red ontours show the extent of the soil mass before and after
the landslide, respe tively. (b) Verti al se tion along the
A{B line (see (a) for lo ation) before (blue) and after
(red) the slide event. Small ir les show the entre of
mass before and after the landslide. Arrows orrespond
to the dire tion of for es in (d). The verti al axis shows
the elevation above sea level. ( ) Parti le motion of the
sour e time fun tion between 90 and 140 s in a horizontal plane. (d) Parti le motion of the sour e time fun tion
between 90 and 140 s in a verti al plane along the A{B
line (see (a)).
Figure 1.
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Dynami pro ess of the Akatani landslide.
(a) Estimated single-for e sour e time fun tions for the
two horizontal omponents (130Æ and 220Æ from North)
and the verti al omponent. (b) S hemati diagram of
the mass sliding model. The numbers orrespond to the
three stages indi ated in (a).
Figure 2.
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in 2011. These observations are onsistent with our assumption that the entire mass moved relatively uniformly from
the beginning. The onstant mass assumption is also justi ed by a typi al motion of deep-seated atastrophi landslides, i.e., sour e-to-deposit translational blo k movement
as observed in a videotaped landslide in 2004 [Suwa et al.,
2010℄ and in a landslide of the 2011 event Ohto-Shimizu
landslide) sighted by residents nearby the Akatani landslide.
Additionally, during the rst 10 se onds shown in Figure 3e,
radiation of high-frequen y energy is limited, indi ating that
destru tive failure did not o ur at the onset of sliding.
We integrated the estimated three- omponent sour e time
fun tions individually, and omputed their ve tor sum to
obtain the velo ity and displa ement (Figure 3b and 3 ).
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where f is the inertial for e of the sliding mass along the
slope,  is the angle of the slope, and  is the oeÆ ient of
fri tion. As m and  are assumed to be onstant, the only
unknown variable is . Therefore, the oeÆ ient of fri tion
during sliding an be obtained dire tly from equation (1).
The estimated dynami oeÆ ient of fri tion is shown in
Figure 3d. Note that equation (1) only holds in the rst
stage, as the additional stopping for e a ts on the mass in
the se ond stage. Therefore, the data from the se ond stage
onwards in Figure 3d annot be used in this ontext. During the rst 10 se onds,  drops from 0.56 to 0.38, then
remains at approximately 0.4 during sliding. In order to assess the dependen y of the oeÆ ient of fri tion on slip, the
relationships between  and displa ement, and  and velo ity are shown in Figures 3f and 3g. The gure shows lear
slip-weakening and velo ity-weakening, and the steady-state
distan e (D ) is estimated to be 25 m.
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Sin e long-period noise a umulates when we integrate in
the time domain, the in reasing trends in the velo ity and
displa ement after the third stage (Figures 3b and 3 ) may
be due to noise e e ts. We infer that the motion of the
landslide mainly stopped at about 140 se where the a eleration values are near zero. The maximum velo ity was
28 m/s (101 km/h), attained at approximately 116 se onds.
The amplitude of the displa ement at the end of the se ond
stage was 570 m, whi h is onsistent with the distan e the
enter of the mass travelled during the slide (530 m). The
envelope of the high-frequen y waveform (1{4 Hz) [Yamada
et al., 2012℄ is also shown in Figure 3e for omparison. This
is the average of the 15 normalized verti al velo ity waveforms for whi h station distan e was less than 40 km from
the landslide lo ation.
The motion of the sliding mass in the dire tion of landslide propagation an be expressed as:
f
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Figure 3. Time histories of dynami parameters. (a)
Sour e time fun tion in the N130Æ E omponent. (b) Estimated absolute velo ity of the mass. ( ) Estimated absolute displa ement of the mass. (d) Time history of the
dynami oeÆ ient of fri tion obtained from equation (1).
The data after the se ond stage annot be used for this
purpose. (e) Envelope of high-frequen y velo ity waveforms. (f) Relationship between the dynami oeÆ ient
of fri tion and velo ity in the rst stage. (g) Relationship
between the dynami oeÆ ient of fri tion and displa ement in the rst stage.

Dis ussion

The de rease in sliding fri tion has also been observed
during earthquakes [e.g. Ide and Takeo, 1997; Heaton, 1990℄
and laboratory ro k experiments [e.g. Hirose and Shimamoto, 2005; Han et al., 2007℄. For large earthquakes,
D is estimated to be 0.2{1.0 m [Ide and Takeo, 1997℄, an
order of magnitude or more lower than our estimate. This
di eren e may be aused by the greater normal stress during
earthquakes. For the Akatani landslide, normal stress due
to gravitational for e is 0.4{0.5 MPa on average, while at
depths of about 5 to 20 km where most seismi events o ur,
the normal stress an be several orders of magnitude larger.
Larger normal stress generally equates to a smaller D [Wibberley and Shimamoto, 2005℄. The steady-state oeÆ ient of
fri tion and steady-state distan e depend on several fa tors,
in luding normal stress, slip rate, and material properties
of the onta t surfa es [Togo et al., 2011℄. These onditions
are very di erent from those in laboratory experiments, so it
is diÆ ult to use small s ale testing to infer dynami properties of real landslides. Therefore, using this approa h to
orre tly determine parameters of the sliding mass an help
in understanding the dynami fri tion of a tual landslides.
The dynami oeÆ ient of fri tion is diÆ ult to measure in the eld. Most measurements of the fri tion oefient are obtained from the ratio of drop height to runout
length [S heidegger, 1973℄. S heidegger [1973℄ proposed an
empiri al relationship between volume of the landslide and
the apparent oeÆ ient of fri tion based on the eld measurements. A ording to that equation, the apparent oefient of fri tion of the Akatani landslide is estimated to
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be 0.35. A similar oeÆ ient was obtained by Ashida et al.
[1985℄. These values are onsistent with our observation of
the steady-state oeÆ ient of fri tion.
The de rease in the oeÆ ient of fri tion as a fun tion of
slip an be interpreted in several ways. One possible explanation is that liquefa tion on the sliding surfa e is indu ed
by ex ess pore pressure, a pro ess whi h is widely observed
in laboratory experiments [Sassa, 1996℄. When the Akatani
landslide o urred, the hillslope had re eived in ex ess of
1000 mm of rainfall over 3 days. As the mass starts sliding,
the loosened bedro k is fra tured and ompa ted, ausing
pore pressure to rise, and triggering liquefa tion on the sliding surfa e. This phenomenon an drasti ally de rease the
fri tional for e on the sliding surfa e. Another possibility
is that roughness on the sliding surfa e a e t the fri tion
level. Previous studies have dis ussed how the roughness of
sliding surfa es an ontrol the movement of slow landslides
[Mizuno, 1989℄. Deformation of hillslopes [Chigira et al.,
2012℄ may be indi ative of topographi features on the slide
surfa e whi h an ontribute to the initial slope support. As
the slide initiates and progresses, breaking of these features
may ause a drop in the fri tion and signi antly a e t the
motion of rapid landslides.
We note that the pattern of high-frequen y energy radiation is quite di erent from the low-frequen y radiation
(Figures 3a and 3e), so the sour e me hanisms are likely
quite di erent. The high-frequen y energy may be related
to pro esses on the sliding surfa e [Yamada et al., 2012℄ or
internal to the landslide mass. The high-frequen y has its
peak amplitude during the third stage when the for e estimated from the low-frequen y waveforms is relatively small.
As shown in Figure 1, the sliding mass as ended the opposite valley wall during the se ond stage. We spe ulate that
this mass fell ba k and returned in the opposite dire tion,
as suggested by Evans et al. [1994℄. The internal ollision
with the returning mass and other ompli ated pro esses on
the slipping surfa e may ontribute to the high-frequen ies
during the stopping pro ess.
6.

Con lusions

In this paper, we analyzed the seismograms re ording the
signal produ ed by the Akatani landslide due to Typhoon
Talas, passing Japan Island in September 2011. The highquality dataset enables us to perform a sour e inversion and
obtain a detailed time history of the landslide pro ess. We
showed the hanging values of the dynami fri tion during
the landslide, starting at a relatively high value, and drops
to a lower value as the landslide progresses. The hange in
the fri tional level on the sliding surfa e may be due to liquefa tion or breaking of rough pat hes, and ontributes to
the extended propagation of the large landslide.
The approa h demonstrated here o ers an innovative
method for understanding the sliding me hanism of landslides and determining parameters, su h as slide a eleration and oeÆ ient of fri tion. In future resear h, we will
a umulate seismi re ords from slope failures of varying
size, and obtain a generalized fri tional onstitutive law for
landslides. Su h physi al models will help to simulate the
motions of mass failure, and ontribute to the mitigation of
atastrophi landslides hazards.
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